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the audiences she has charmed have can Chemical society, which has 3,000
been in New York, Brooklyn at the members including practiCally 'every
"Institate
ot
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and chemist of ally standing in the United
.,
Sciences," Albany, Rochester, Erie, States.
Pa., Pittsburg,' Springfield, 0., and
Many of the distillers of the counPeoria, Ill,
try favor the bill, as its passage
She has had excellent opportunities would give them a respectable outlet
Through exceptional good forome in our wholesale buying we are ento adopt a stage career but until now for their products and relieve their abled to offer you values this spring that are without precedent in the'
4ios preferred her dramatic recitals dependence on the beoceage trade.
history of Paducah retailing.. The very newest styles and patterns in
Wednesday afternoon April 4, at the
The strongest opponent of the fabrics and in garments are here for much less than goods o flike qualiHigh school auditorium for the bene- measure are the Standard Oil men ties can be bought for outside of
the wholesale houses. Keep this fact
fit of that school. She will give for these reasons: The tax on spirits well in mind when
making your spring purchases and it will greatly
quietly slipped away to Nashville, Shakespeare's heroines. 25c admis- is si.n a proof gallon. As commerWoodman Ball.
profit your pocketbook.
Tenn., where they were united in ioh.
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cent. proof, this tax aniounts to bout
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at the residence of Mr. C. H. Yarbro, at Temple Israel Wednesday night $2.0e on a volume gallon of comtheir big ball at the Brunswick hall
STUNNING SPRING DRESS
UNDERWEAR AND HO6E,
formerly manager of the Fifth mei April 4th for the benefit of the Char- mercial alcohol.
on Broaelwar near Fifth street.
GOQDS AND SILK&
Jefferson street laundry of this. city. ity club. Adirnission so cents.
As the cost to manufacture grain
A steady incoming procession of Lap over the edges of Winter and
414041Le4M
The couple are now on their bridal
alcohol ranges from to to 20 cents a fresh daily shipments keep this dress I Spring with these medium weight
Children's Hour.
tour, and the last of this week return Entertaining Resume.
gallon, this tax practically destroys
Because of the unusual Inclemency here to reside with Mrs. Moore, of The lecture of Rev. J. W. Black- the profit for all inclestrial purposes. goods stock always up-to-date, always I undergarments and hose and you'll
interesting, no matter how often you 'likely save yourself ail annoying cold.
of the weather, the "Ohildren's Hour" North Seventh street.
ard Thursday evening at the BroadIf the tax were removed, grain alwas not conducted Friday afternoolt
The couple ane both popular and way .Methodist church was an ex- cohol would become a strong com- drop in.
Children's fast black Cotton
at the Carnegie library by Mrs. Hal well known young people, the dainty ceedingly delightful and instructive petitor of kerosene, as scientific tests IQ inch Kaikai Silks in small checks,Hose.. ......
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little ones on Joel Chandler Harris, beauty, while the groom has for sev- scenes and incidents connected with is equal for lighting purposes to keroPer yard
49c
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a
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fast black seamless
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Entre Nous Ladies,
Coming Nuptials.
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prominent
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young
that
over there spent many weeks at In her early career, misunderstood.
have limited their membership to -ten
SPLENDID WASH FABRICS.
Here is the latest word in stylish
ity. The ceremony occurs at the points of interest. ,He delineated to
for the season mentioned.
No printed words tan truly picture Suit creatfons,
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—.Paris could show
in
uncle
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young
home
the
of
Miss Mae Owen will be hostess for
his audience different things of be understood and command the re- the rich and 4ainty beauty of these
nothing newer. Many of them were
the session this week the date to be that city.
much interest and plainly pictured
fine wash fabrics, it will be an artis- itiade 'exclusively
'fiir us, alittle betbeautiful the attractive features incidental to spect of those who bad scoffed. at and
Miss Haynes is the
announced later.
tic feast for you to look them over - iir, a tiifle more smart and
her.
jeered
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What
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much
4,
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to that cOuntry
a
be paid to a life than this?
and we'll be right glad to show Aner valpes than the ordinary.
formerly of Cairo who located there
It
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In ;852, Miss Anthony aided in or- them.
WM be shovry in the Suit section
"The Period of The Jacobins and some years ago, going from Smith- Cox-Rudy.
ganizing the first woman's state tern Beautiful Organdies at
14,Miday.
Girondists was the subject of ap un- land. She is highly connected and is • 'Mach interest centers in the an- peranoe society. After the civil war
ac, 4oc and soc • - •o
ueually interesting paper presented quite a soeial faedrite.
nouncement
entire
time
Apnl
that
devoted
her
to
there
24th
the
sbe
Neat styles in Lawns and Batiste
Ladies' tailor-made Suits
Dr. Adams is of the LaRue and
by Miss ICaterine Whitefield Tuesday
will be united in marriage Miss cause of woman suffrage, believing
at
......$44.5o to $a5oo
toe
mornini at the Delphic chit meetuo Adams drug firm of Smithland, and
Louise Elizabeth Cox and Mr. this to be the gabeway.through Whieh Good values and styles in Ginghkins Ladies' Tailor-made Covert
in Carnegie library. "The Life and stands high both socially and comJames Henry Rudy, two young mem- other great refortn would soonest enat .....
Jackets at...........$6.00 to $13.00
t-3c, roc and isc
Death of Madame Roland" was told mercially.
Both have in this city a wide circle bers of prominent families. The ter.
Novielty
Ladies'
Waistings,
all
white
Wool Skirts
of by Mrs. Alonzo R. Meyers in a
In January, iS, Miss Anthony
of friend, who are pleased to note courtship of this well known couple
at
at
most .entertaining inann.r.
is,
and
&on to $12.00
me
tsc
the announcement and extend their has been the object of much atten- visited Paducah and gave a lecture in White Lingerie cloth, 36 inches
ilktftiM
Ladies' rillack Silk Skirts
Chrtilteih.
Although
a
the
old
tion by their, many friends who are
best wishes.
Married in Arkansas.
wide
at
$1a.00 to $t&o,
.. 25e
00411141*
delighted to learn of the coming stormy night an immense crowd- was
County Jailer James Esker has resecrepresent.
private
She
her
and
event.
ceived word from Tyranze, Ark., that Matinee Minicale.
tary, Mrs. Carrie Chapman Oat,
The fortn*1 announcement is now
March 14th his brother, Mr. Gas
The entertainment given WednesSAVING SPECIAL&
were the guests of Mrs. Dorothy
Ether, was married to 'Miss Madge day evening at The Kentucky by the made , while the details for the nup- Koger during their stay, and each
will
Specials
appeal
that
to ever y thrifty woman who reads this PaGriffin of that city where both re- Matinee Miusicak club, was one of tials are held in reserve. The cere- left her autograph in Wes. Koger s
per.
the most charming
affairs ever mony occurs the evening of the date album which is highly prized by the
side.
19 inch Black Taffeta, a 6sc value, for
.....
At the time mentioned, at the Broadway Metho- owner.
Both are popular young people of given in this city.
Genuine
Rajah
Silks,
value.
regular
$1.25
,
for
Anthony
there where the groom went several there appeared, under direction of dist church and will be quite a fashMiss
Mrs. Catt succeeded
years ago from this city and is pros- this organization, two of the coun- ionable affair.
as president of the national woman Special values in imitation Torchons and insertions, per yard
s „1
9
4i
5
David
No couple stands higher in the suffrage association on the resigna- Flowered Ribbons, ,VA inches wide, per yard
perously engaged in the live stock try's meiSt eminent artists,
Bisphans and Miss Zudie Harris. The estimation of the community than tion of the latter and was a most White crepe Cotton Towels, fringed, each
5c
business.
repertoire consisted of numerou's these young people who were born worthy successor
Men's Fain Brack Seamless Socks, 15c or 2 for
25C
seesateee
solos and piano numbers that ap- and reared in the city. The bride
The next meeting of the union %ill Violet Talcgra 'Powder
SC
Confederate Sponsor.
IC
Tomorrow evening the James T. pealed to the cultured and music- is one of the most beautiful girls in be devoted to medical temperance D. M. C. Embroidery Cotton, in skeins
loving Indicate.
local society which she has graced under the supervision of Mrs. Emma
Walbert Camp of Confederate VetMr. Bispham possesses one of the with the mien of a queen
since mak- Byrd.
erans of this city, will hold a special
finest voices ever listened to. while ing her
debut
several
seasons
ago.
meeting at the city hall general as- at the
piano /iGss Harris is an
sembly chamber for the purpose of apt artist seldom, equalled anywhere, Of the tall brunette type of beauty
disposing of several matters before her light touch' bringing from the in- which appeals strikingly to all, her
exquisite characteristics, charm of
them one being the selection of a strument its most beautiful notes.
Paducah girl to go to New Orleans
The entertainment consumed two manner and unusual brightness, comAGENTS FOR BUTTERICK PATTERNS
as sponsor for the local camp at hours, and not a moment was lost, as bine to form a true Kentucky girl
the national reunion to be held there the artists kept constantly upon the She is the only daughter of We and
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
next month.
stage. It cost the club just $eso to Mrs. W. Armour Gardner of FounWHERE YOUR MONEY GOES FARTHEST.
tain avenue.
IPLatikeela
get these eminent people here.
Mr. Rudy is the oldest son of Mr. IL H. BAKER CONFERRED IT
Party For Miss Smith.
Next Wednesday afternoon the
In honor of her birthday Miss Vera club holds its bi-weekly meeting, at and Mrs. James A. Rudy of KenUPON ED P. NOBLE
.
Smith entertained a
number of the Eagles' quarters on Sixth and tucky avenue near Sixth street, and
friends Friday evening at her home, Broadway. 'Misses. Jessie Nash and is a through business young man.
YESTERDAY.
and a charming time was spent, in Alice Comptoteare the leaders for the Since leaving college in Virginia he
games. music and other amusements. afternoon.
has been connected in a responsible
4W4L'a•
During the evening the popular little
capacity with the Rudy. Phillips & Harry P. Linn Filed His Commishostess served delicious refreshments. Pointer-Palmer.
Co., general mercantile establishThose present were Misses Lillian
Miss Margaret Allen Pointer and ment, and is one of the coming
sion as a Notary Public—Deeds
Maylard, Lucile
Dosset t,
Alma Mr. LeRoy A. Palmer were united in young bupiness men of the comLodged for Record.
Adams, Vera Smith, Ola Dossett and marriage March 14th, at Salt Lake munity,
his aptitude for a commerMessrs. Keener Rudolph.
Albert City Utah, at the home of the cial career being quite evident. SoHansen, Henry Cummins and Scott bride's brother-in-law, Mr. Clint B.
cially he is genial to the extreme
Murphy.
R. II. Baker has conferred pearl
Leigh, the newspaper editor formerly and is very popular..
i'LLL4Eti
of attorney to FA P. Noble, and the
associated with The Register, and
School Production.
document was yesterday lodged with
who is a brother of Messrs. Edward,
The members of the high school
the county clerk.
Charles and 011ie Leigh. The Salt
dramatic club are preparing to preLake paper in speaking of the nupsent "Maid and Mistress," an enterNotary Public.
tials says as follows:
taining little play written by Miss
"The marriage of Miss Margaret
Harry P. Linn filed with the cuminCarolyne Ham, one of the city's
Alletn Pointer and Mr. Leroy A Pal(tnnimun;cated.)'
ty clerk his comnissidh as a notary
most most talented and capable
At the meeting ei the W. C. T.I.J.
mer took plate at 4'o'clock Wedneepublic.
young ladies attending the schools.
leity afternoon, March 14, at the last Thursday afternoon Mrs. DiSrShe composed "Dead Brokers" that
home of Mr. and Mrs. Clinton othy Koger read an article on "DeProperty Sold,
vas put on with such success by the
Brooks Leigh, Capitol hill, Salt Lake natured Alcohol," written by William
students several weeks ago before
Property lying on Clark near
Utah. The ceremony was per- E. Johnson the journalist who malesa
a large audience with which it City,
formed by thk Rev. Charles E. Per- a specialty .of temperance legielation Fourth streets has been sold by Ed
made quite a pronounced hit, and
kins, of St.' Paul's Episcopal church. and kindred subjects . On account of and Lucy Foster to Mattie and I.ilplainly evidenced much tent on the
its importance time was given the lie Norvell for
The bride was attended by her _sisSome and the deed
part of the fair young wbman.
reading before the memorial exerfiled yesterday for record.
ter, Miss Phil Pointer, and the bridecises commenced
illVetatiW
Property in the Rock and Tully
groom by his brother. Eugene B.
r.:sele l
Denatured
Sueerise Pert,
alcole.1 addition was
is
.
sold by D. W. Redden
Palmer.
Master
Phillip
Pointer
'chemically treated in such n way as
Master Eugene. the 11-year-old
to
J.
D.
O'Brien
for $t.
Leigh
the
was
ring
bearer.
The
to
destroy its use a beverage, while
son of Mr. and Mrs. Herman KatI Elsie and Harry Grace sold to
terjohn, was Thursday evening char- bride was given away by her mother, retaining its value for all manufacEmmett S. itagby and others for
mingly surprised by a large number Mrs. •Sallie Roberts Pointer. Only turing and chemical purposes.
a few intimate friends of the family
There is a hill pending in congress 141,402.37 their Interest in property
of his friends who rushed in on
him
on Broadway between Seventh and
and tendered the popular little fel- were present. Mir. and Mrs. Palmer to exempt the denatured product
'Ninth, their interest in another piece
left
after
from
the
taxation.
ceremony
Grand
This
for
,
movement
is
low a party at his home No.
tire Rapids. Mich., where they will make being advocated by the American of property on Third near WashingSouth -Elesiant-14- --isfreet---The
-"Ttron
icaI Society, WITch has apThe bride has visited in
_was out of compliment to the elev- illeir
pointed
the county on the Paducah and
a
committee
.to
co-Operate
Paducah
and
has many friends here.
enth anniversary of his birth.
with the manufacturers. in secuing the Lovelaceville road.
PITTSSURO COAL CO.
42$-Me.er
PADUCAH.
Games and other diversions furOPPICIt 1211 BROADWAY
passage of the bill. The members of
Lee McIntosh sold to J. F. Kinney
Delightful Entertainment.
- TELEPHONES f42 3
nished ample amusement for the
An entertainment that appeals to this committee are Dr. Ira Retnsen, for $575 property. in Mechanicsburg.
jolly throng, that at a late hour was the theatre
goer as well as the pat- presid'ent of Johns Hopkins' universerved with delicious refreshments. rons of lecture courses
Former Mayor Asbbridge Dead.
is Miss ?Aaiun- sity, Dr. H. Wiley, chief of the
heimer's recital of Zangerill's beauti- Bureau of chemistry of the United
Philadelphia. !Arch 24.—Former
eaegase,ne•
Magazine Club.
ful story of comedy and pathos, States department of agriculture,,and 142YOr Samuel H. Ashbridge died
The members of the Magazine club 'needy Mary Ann." There are few J. 11, Long, professor of chemistry early today at
his home in this city
met with Mrs. George C. Wallace artists, who can interest an
audience of Northwestern university. The two from a. cdmplication of diseases. He
Thursday afterdoon, at which time flat- an entire evening bilk this is latter are ex-presidents of the Amen- was fifty-seven years of age.
they gathered in her handsome license done by Miss Mannheimer,
whnse
on North Ninth street.
fascinating narration of /the story
Quotations from Sir Walter Scott makes one think they are seeing a
was presented by the members in an- play by a company of fine actors.
swering roll call, while the reports Nature has been kind to Miss Miamipresented were very entertaining and heimer and excellent training and exin-structivest The laellantic Mionthly perience have done the rest.
She
was represented by Mrs. George A. brings out each point
with exquisite
Flournoy, and, Harper's magazine by skill and conveys the emotion, be it
7tfiesdamee Ball S. Corbett
and one that bring more smiles or tears
Robert B. Phillips.
Mies Helen to her hearers. No More charming
(lacuiporatod.)
Lowery and Mrs. Frank &soft quoted evening, can be spent than one in
from the North American Review.
General
which this great reader enfolds the
Business,
Following the literary features, re- thread of the story "Merely Mary
5uperiorr
iFacilitlesif
or
freshments were served the guests.
Office
Ann." Miss Maunheimer has won
Handling Freight, Machinery
success net only, in her home, Cin2ndlandpionroe
.111karried at Nashville.'
cinnati, where she has given the inAnctliouseholdraoods.
• Information received here
last terpretation seven times hut the press
BothrPhoneallit
week stated that Miss Rosa • Strom/ and the public cif the
cities she has
end Mr. J. D. Miller. of this city, visited herald her praises.
Some of
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L. B. Ogilvio ofib
POWER OF
ATTORNEY

Co.,

W. CT. U.
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J. W. HUGHES

GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building.
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Fir st.-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reusable.

Office Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone. 323

Paducah, Transfer Company) *
Cartage

J. With,

224 Broadway,

PADUCAH, KY.
4

P.1). Fitzpatrick, Supt.
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KILL MOOSE FOR PICTURES

HAND-FILtSSED- LEMON OIL. S. P. POOL.

L. 0 STEPII&41SON..

Only Way of Extracting the FlavorNew Brunswick Guide" Bewail the
ing Matter from the Bind
Desecration of Canaan
of the Fruit.
Woods.
—
"Thl _nil of lemon," said the spice
Canaan woods have been desecrated, merchanc."15 an exquisite thing. It is
the guides and residents of the prov- hand-pressed—pressed by hand out of
ince believe. They have been opposed lemon rind. Smell it."
203-2435 S. THIRD ST,
BOTH PHONES
to the invasion of hunters, but when
PADUCAH, KY
The odor of the clear oil, says our NO. tio
a moving picture machine was brought tnformant, suggested sunlit lemon
Into the sacred preserves of the woods groves miles in extent on a mountain
they felt that all bounds had been side overlooking the blue sea.
brushing passed.
"I'll tell you bow the oil of lemon it
"Dummy" Burson writes that be a week, it kept him busy
got enThe Canaan woods, a vast tract in extracted," he said. ",A man sits witb
is not coming here for trial, but that back the beard, but he finally
see the the heart of New Brunswick, probably a sponge in one hand and pr piece oi
he is coming h.ere for play. He seems ough of it out of the way to
positions
contains more moose than any other fresh lemon peel in the Other. He
the
for
applicants
of
list
difiiculty
no
positive that he will have
tract of the same extelit in the world. presses the peel against the sponge
in making good.—Vincennes Capital]of umpires, and after an hour's study
not
Some
weeks ago a party came here giving it finally a certain difficult and
was
He
men.
his
out
count
picked
not
, MITI-Cue Paducah does'
from
Boston
in a private car and there dextrous twist, and this breaks the
publist
the
make
to
however,
much on Dick Brahic, he generally ready,
Was much speculation concerning the cells in the rind, and the oil—there't
the
within
done
be
will
this
but
which
lic,
in
games
all
in
holds his own
something uses of a queer looking machine that only a half drop of it—comes reluct
he participates. •Dick would look I next three days, providing
He also formed part of the outfit. Dr. Heber witty out upon the sponge.
happen.
not
does
but!
unexpected
uniform,
Vincennes
well in a
picked Bishop, a railroad man. of Boston, who
scorers
his
of
names
the
hae
"When the spongo ha3 tah-n up th,
there is no chance of Lloyd turning,
Canaan wcods regular- dribbling. of about a hundred rinds, ii
1i has v141t.?ti
a:•noil1,e.2.I
•
y• -•,,'
•••• '::':!
1 -1%-.—VincenneA Ca?itat
,
does those of ly for several seasons, was the leader Is wet enough to be squeezed out. Ar
Well this is another case of having at the same time as he
of the party, and with him were It. E.
ounce or so of clear and fragrant oil
to go away from home to get th: the umpires." '
TO ADVERTISE OUR NEW PLACE OF BUSINESS I OFFER
Follett, head of the New England Fish then flows from it.
on
counted
always
news. Brahic is
THIS
GREAT SALE OF WALLPAPER AT MANUFACTURER'S
Everett
Game a,ssoriation; C.
"There is no way to extract this oil
Lem Donovan has signed a con- and
and he is one 9f PiAdUCah.S, best
THIS SALE BEGINS MARCH 26TH, ENDING SATURPRICES.
G.
and.
artist,Marion,
T.
F.
Johnson,
within a lemon rind except by squeez.
tract for lot*, it hiving reached
twirlers.
13.
Hanle
31. IT HAS BEEN SAID THAT GREAT OPPORTUand
York,
DAY
MARCH
New
of
Bitzer,
hag and twisting the rind by hand. It
President Goonell yesterday, and in a W.
Boston.
of
TO EVERYONE. BUT MOST PEOPLE FAIL TO
Coe,
COME
NITIES
lemons,
will
takes the rinds of about 1,200
The latest from Eddie Kolb and letter with it he states that he
"Must be one of them Getting guns," to make one pound at oil.
OF THEM. SUCH WALLPAPER OPPORTU
ADVANTAGE
TAKE
says
so,
do
to
ordered
rriak:
when
report
Louie Barbour is that they will
strange
a
viewing
Coates,
Charley
said
THIS
SALE
AS
AFFORDS ARE NOT LIKELY TO EXIST
a
NITIES
watch
ever
way,
was
"Did you, by the
their 1506 appearance in Vincennes the Vincennes Capital. Donovan
niece of apparatus. Charley 's opiniou bartender bold a piece of lemon peel
HOUSE
MANY
FOR
AGAIN
CLEANING TIME& NOW IS THE
last
league
the
of
will
outfielder
star
the
you
or 2. If
either on April
accbpted and loud murmurs of prowas
a
peel
the
DON'T GIVE OTHER PEOfIME
TO
SHREWD
give
BUY.
hitBUYERS
in
and
over a cocktail,
examine your calendar you will find season, but somewhat weak
test arose, until It was explained that sudden. quick twist? Well, he wee
OF THEM WHEN SUCH
batting
TO
GET
AHEADD
TIME
PLE
MUCH
his
increase
can
he
If
ting.
this is not far way.
the strange thing was a moving-picture then flavoring the cocktail with oil 01
AS THESE ARE OFFERED.
BARGAINS
in the spring practice he will be
to Jim
there will machine. The party proceeded
lemon, though the quantity he extract
5c PAPER @ aVacts. PER ROLL.
Lane should make a gpod twirler certain of a position, but as
Ryder' camp. far back in the woods ed was so small as to be quite invisi
outthe
for
candidates
five
Sc PAPER @ acts PER ROLL.
He heti a be at least
for Cairo this seasou.
On one of the lakes.
tile.
at a good
roc PAPER AT 7 cts PER ROLL.
little of everything last season except field he will have to go
Johnson spent
Mr.
and
Mr.
Follett
twia
three
"Imagine doing that bartender
15c
PAPER AT iscts PER ROLL
control, and with hard work this gait to hold ,his own. The best
nest calling
crows'
a
in
night
one
until you had collected a quart or so ot
will report
spring he ought to be able to get it. men in the bunch that
WE CARRY A LARGE AND COMPLETE LINE OF PICTURES,
one of the
daybreak
About
moose.
.be chosen for the outfieli guides hurried into the camp with the this rare oil."
liere wilt
The Vincennes Capital says:
FRAMES, MOULDING AND WINDOW SHADES IN ALL COLORS
will be giveg as
their
"Although too ill to leave his room and the new man
moose
AND MADE TO ORDER IN ANY SIZE, WE ALSO CARRY A
news
that
weee,e,nswering
OIL
LUBRICATING
old. There
yesterday, President Gosnell, with much consideration as the
The picture machine was bur- SCENTED
sails.
LINE OF ROOFING AND BUILDING PAPER AND CANLARGE
men under; conned out to the crows' neat, but
his face hidden behind a bush in thc. Are nOvi Ateteen
the DeliVAS
of
AND
TAX, ,it
Bearings
the
for
Used
if any more
eon and Follett had already gilled a
shape of a good growth of beard, got tract and it is doubtful
Employed by
PEOPLE OF TASTE ALWAYS COME TO US TO FIND WHAT
Drills
cate
a
whether
seen
is
it
until
a
are signed
1,200-ppund bu41,,,.meast4riug 64 inches
down to baseball business and did
THEY WANT. REMEMBER THE DATE AND PLACE.
Dentists.
gotten out of the nine- across the antlers. They went through
little flguri. Not having been able team can be
than
teen.
the motions OT killing.the huge animal
to get to a barber shop for more
"No, we don't perfume axle grease.
again for the benefit of the picture nor do we scent the oil used on the
A
machine.
Journals of freight cars" said the deal
David R. Francis, of Missouri.
. WATTERSON AND FRANCIS
Dr. Bishop had even better luck; he. 6r, "but there is one lubricating oil
Collins
Stephens
of
statute
The
was paddling in a birch bark canoe that we do scent, and that is the fine
WILL MATCH THEIR WITS Foster, the author of "My Oki Kenwith two guides when a moose came
dentists' drills.
tucky Home,' erected by the pennies swimming toward the craft around a oil used on
drills,
Lay little drills of beau"Such
be
will
school-children,
Louisville, Ky., March 23.—From of Kentucky
point. The picture machine happened tiful workmanship, are made nowaDanof
one
be
will
also
as
unveikd,
to be set up on shore, and an excellent days for use in every possible position.
the responses and acceptances alpicture of Dr. Bishop killing the aniready received, it is estimated that iel Boone.
drills thett project from the
Among the former Kentuckians, mal was taken. This was his twenty- There are
several thousand visitors will be in
angle, this being made
right
a
at
shaft
programme
the
appear on
eighth moose. A mile of film was ex- possible by the daintiest little bevel
Louisville daring the "borne-coming who will
week" are
"home-coming
posed, making between 40,000 and 60,- gearing you ever saw, within the drill
week" reunion, June 13 to 17, ar- during
William I.indsav,
Carlisle,
G.
John
nearing
are
sebieh
single pictures.
000
rangements for
head. Others are set at an obtuse,
Preston H. Leslie, Thomas T. Critcompkt
angle, and others, again, are set at an
Adlai
President
Vice
former
An elaborate programme has been tenden,
angle.
Senator Shelby M. QUEER PARISIAN RESORT. acute
prepared. The address of welcome E.. Stephenson,
"With one or another of these variM..
John
Justice
Associate
Cullom,
To our frienda and patrons:
at the formal evercises will be deous drills you cap drill out • hole In
of Washington, and many ILeirtanrant Where the "Arboreal"
It is with pleasure we announce
livered by Henry Watterson, and the Harlan,
any tooth in any direction, up or down
Tendency of Han Is Caformal opening of our new store
the
the
or
back
the
or
front
the
response will be by former Governor others.
from
or
tered To.
and
factory at 131-133 North Fourth
drills
side, but of courue the little
Street, March 29th, 3oth and 31st.
wouldn't run smoothly or nicely withgive . an . electrical
will
We
A shrewd but unscientific person out lubrication, and you wouldn't want
once complained that Darwin had to pot fish oil in a patient's mouth,
show ,on those dates.. A great many
omitted fro mists "Descent of Man" one already Watering enough, probably.
manufacturers of electrical novelties
of the principal facts which would supwill have on display a line of their
"So here is where scented lubricatport his theory of an "arboreal emcee- ing oil is used, on dentists' drills—on
We will also have in
specialtits.
asd that was the isherent
operation the many new automatic
the solid part, within tne casing that
sot roe inuomong mum an armee
tO the alley."
peèiity or nuaakiad to climb trees, say' constitutes the handle, attached to the
machines for manufacturing our novelty specialties. . Our automobile
end of the flexible shaft and on the
"Thlat'll whin Big Bill goes," said the New York Tribune.
"Yodel" "staled" papers tar a ItTles. another "staffer," ''up on Diverney
Whether this proclivity shows du dainty gearing at ths head of the drill
showroom will also be an attraction.
In case the reader does not understand street to see his girl. I heard him scent from some simian ancestor whe Itself—fine oil that is scented with
Thanking our many .friends .for
es,hat this art is, it will be explained Wiling Johnson about it."
•
"nightly climbed his family tree, and !est a touch of attar of roses.
past favors, we remain, very truly, .
is
newspapers
that the "stulhns" of
"Diversey street is a long thorough. On the top reposed," one may leave
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co., Inc.
on. of the most laborious branches of Care," replied "Yodel," and the whole Darwinians and anti-Darwisiann to de- DOG'S NAME IN DMZ:TORY
Paducah, Ky.
_
work connected with the great Sunday crowd laughed.
aids, but the fact that "Robinson," tne
ad
want
Occuissues The magas.ne, comic,
Saturday night • press broke down extraordinary Paris suburb of dwell- Utica List Contains One with
and other sectioes of the Sunday pa- and delayed the "stuffers." Finally ing" and restaurants in trees, has expation Given as That of
per are printed earlier in the week, anti when papers again began to appear on isted for over half a century, and still
Watchman.
from Thursday until Sunday morning the table the boys were kept busy flourishes, may be taken as proof that
dozens of hands are kept busy insert- working like Sends to get the mail edi- Lb. manta for tree climbing endures.
"Robert Badger°, watchman, No. SI
ing these parts into one harmonious tion out. Nobody sang or whistled;
"Robinson" was discovered in the West street," is the way It read in the
whole.
every one was laboring like • Trojan, year 11144 by a man named Guesquin. UtTca city directory, and the woman
told
even the Latest type o/ tresses c1i. and no one noticed that Big" Bill
was It was then a wild and unfrequented who responded to the bell call
not perform this plass of work, which showing a group of friends the
spot, seven miles south of Parts, and a the man at the door that "Bob" was in
sights
offers emyloyment to many newsboys of the "stuffing" room. "Yodel" mile or two from the pretty little vil- says the Philadelphia Public Ledger.
.
THIRD ST.
(1.
and inhabitants of "Newsboys' aliey," glanced at the party, and his face lages of Sc,eaux and Fontenay-aux:PADUTWT
"I'd like to see him," remarked the
who earn as much as elf in four days' paled, while his 'eyes glittered
with ex- Roses. A lane ran along the side of a caller, for be was in search of a watch
time. Of this class was "Yodel."
citement. as he looked at the face of hill •little below the summit, and was man for his establishment.
Dos's is the suleerransan depths of •girl in the group.
"Here Bob! here Bob!" called tht
bordered by a huge elm and chestnut
Patoer ogee, with the roar of the
"Now, watch the tun," he whispered tree—an odd corner of the great forest woman, and a lively bull terrier rushed
CEN
splint presses reverberating in his sari to his right-babel fellow
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a rate of one fate -inc the round trip
PADUCAH REAL E3TAT11, WESTERN /CENTUCEY PARER
country.
Frankfort, Ky., March '24.—The
Mottos and Calitriders
mai
from the railroads; and this is quite senate, by a vote of 19 to 15, passed Framed right up to date ifs five minMONTHLY PAYMINT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT.
minim
Commercialism bids fair to de- an inducement for attendance. The the rectifier,' tax hill after amending
KENTUCKY REALLESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LEIT
utes time at the
stroy the wonders of Niagara Falls. interstate hody consists of Odd Fel- it to make the tax one cent a gal, FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
low lodges in Southern Illinois. In- long instead of a cent and a half, as :PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
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be struck off and all sold, the moncy
to go to the silver, service fund.
When the navy departmeat at
Washington, D. C., was last , beard
from, it had not then decided when
REV. OWEN PREACHES AT the gunboat cfkuld come here for the
visit, but now .correspondence will be
LITTLE'S CHAPEL THIS
again opened between the federal
officials and the .local authorities to ALDERMEN ALSO
GRANTED
MORNING.
see what date the city may expect a
visit from it namesake.
TRAVELING MEN'S RE-

PULPIT ECHOES

TWO FALL
CARNIVALS
"I

Christian Science Services WW be
Held This Morning—Church
Furnishing Society Entertains.
•••••••1601.1111000•••••

QUE.

RHEA WILLI
RECOVER

TURNS AGAINST CHAUFFEUR

t

Pittsburg Lawyer Has His Employe
Locked Up For Killing Boy.

Announcement:

=••••••••••

Pittsburg, Pa., Mlarch 24.—Attarney Beal has had his own chauffeur
committed to jail on a charge of
murder, that of killing a schoolboy
last night with Beat's automobile. In
an InterVICW he says chauffeurs are
too eardess and mast be curbed.

Mrs. Girardey's

OLIVER & M'GREGOR,
Now Week After Next the Council OLIVER,
••
Will Take Action '011 the Labor Renioest

First Showing of

LAWYER S

OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
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Rev. T. J. Owen will preach this SUFFERS INTENSELY AT THE
Marshall County; Padticsh, 17.
1
morning at L'ttle's Methodist chapel,
Paducah will have two carnivals
Room 114 Fraternity Building,
RAILROAD
HOSPITAL
while in the afternoon at 3:3o o'clock
next September and the amusements
he preaches at the Methodist /Misin this line will be profuse and many New Phone ire.
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sion on West Tennessee street.
for the pleasure loving public, as
t
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still
Dr. Owen S
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plans for construction of a Methocity
boards to the Paducah Traveling
dist Mission on West Broadway, but Louis Starks, Colored, Got Caught Men's club, and, also The Central
has not yet completes! Itlite Airrs.pgeLabor Body to give festivals of -this
Underneath Engine at Princeton
meats which Tie expects to 'have in
nature in that month.
Rooms s and 0 Register Building,
—Railroad Wreck Preventative.
definite shape by spring..s.
For a while it looked as if quite a
z-a Broadway. Paducah, ley.
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,
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Baptist
East
dates of the Carnivals.," At the coati'Boilermaker John p,s.ca of the cil meeting last Monday
Sunday school services will be
. evening the SPlifelALTIlta:
conducted this
morning at
3.5 Illinois Central, was resting well traveling sea weft given by the
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o'clock at the East Baptist church :n early this morning at the railroad municipal .authorities the . concessions
Mechanicsburg, while at It a. in. hospital, but softer* considerable initially granted for festival promo‘,7
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ducted at island creek by this con- was repairing the boiler of a live
Olica'306 Broadway
glue in the local yards. Chief Sur- circumstances be collected by. the. city lila 'terries,
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Clarinda Science.
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His condi- New last Thuteday evening the Cencomplications develop.
Manager.
A Bristow. .1
Christian Science will he held tion is vel'y precarious.
tral lAbor.ask'
,
"ft,117RitiSatil,m1
this morning aso%zelto &cheek'at se,
before the alderraen fur the 'Suite
Broadway, the subject to be "UnROMS Prom Wiest.
•coacessiens lor their festival diming
reality.* Nieset ,Wellilesday evening
Dr. J. Q. Taylor, assistant surgeon Septernbar. This wits Kranted."Vhen
'e ffneSe''
at 7:ge o'clock the testimonial gath- to the railroad hospital, will return during thalami!: gathering
there was
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
ering will he held.
the lest of dile week from California brought before the sklernies for pod will ei;stlimis to keep up the repfor Sick and Injured Only.
and *other Western points where he -concurrenoe the councilmanic action, -ratios oar fatallsis has for magn
•
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Christian Church.
has been on a tour for the past granting these privileges to the
,
en
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
OLD PHONE 6eg.
There will not be any meeting of month.
traveling men. The aldermen turned cent Ice Cream. Don't forget.
NEW PHONE 334.
the Ladies Auxiliary of the First
PADUCAH, KY.
deem the drummers petition and reChristian church tomorrow afternoon
Caught Under Engine.
concessions
and
the
fused theme,
Louis Starks, colored, has been privilegele•on the • groultd that they
as the members of this body at that
s time will be entertained by the brought -here from Princeton and
dlto give their entertainment
Church Furnishi
▪
.at the placed in the hospital for, treatment attiring the same month of the labor
residence of ip
gars at of a broken rib, dislocased, shoulder 'bodies, therefore the two would con.1:3o o'cloCk.'-lt
open and hip, and other injuries. IJevas flict, hence the traveling men could
en- not get the concessions in order to
meeting to which eve
is in- cleaning out the ash pan 4
ter keep down possible
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
antagonism
vited, but especially in honor of the gine and was underneath the
engine
Princeton,
when
another
at
should
both
come
along
someat
the
Aid Auxiliary, and during the afterThe 'nom despised dnidgery of housekeeping is the care of the
TEL. 70-noon the following programme will accidentally crashed into the 1stisabl time.
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they proShirk
shoved it backward
Thursday afternoon though Mayor
be rendered:
duce. Unless, of course, you own a
4. I
caught and pinioned by it.
Yeiser had the aldeslnen called into
Messrs Joseph Gourieux and HenVocal Solo—"Siiie to Sleep"
special session to give final adoption ry One are home from a sojourn
116. Taylor Fisher
St. Louis Excursionists.
to the tax rate ordinances and while at Hot Springs, Ark
Recitation—"How Rube Played"
Yesterekty and today the lamestehe the members were there was again
e. Mrs. Duley St. Louis excursionists' with— ionic brought op the question of the travelOnly one fire than needed and no dust or ashes in the living
Piano Solo—Selected ..Miss Lomb home, their tickets expiri
ing men wanting the concession. The
rooms. Estimates free.
Vocal Solo—"Lonssottuk" ftilnn
The'special train of nearl
aldermen then re-considered their
the "Isle of Bhong Bbong".
to the Future treat
Thursday night's refusal and granted
•
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Agin Ethel 'Brooks ever since yesterday
the drummers the peiviietees- and
been coming back in bunches.
Trio—Selected................
riga Ea' eve their entertainnient.
Miss Mary
Bondarant, Mr.
This action makes the request bind.
11annan
Ed
Wreck Preventative.
Clark Flondurant, Mr. Robert
ing, while now one week from next
MX. Samuel Foreman -.started to Monday night the council will concur
Bondurant.
325 Ken:ucky Avenue.
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both
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unions, and this wilt
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Cumberland Presbyterian.
Wallace park to demonstrate his in possession of privileges, and llet
Rev. Eshman Nof the Cumberland patent for prevention of train wrecks, them work out their own salvation as
Presbyterian church returned last but the bad weather brought the regards the proximity of the dates
night from Tennessee where he has work to a standstill. A number of on
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
aide}, the two affairs will he
been -visiting hie wife whom he left railroad officials of St. fkii
ttohave pulled off
Not a drink, but a seasonable prepmuch improved, and will return here promised `to eenne here .
tl
next month. Rev. Eshman will be in patent work when Mr. Foreman gets
aration especially adapted for coughs
his pulpit both morning and evening everything ready for the demonstra- Don't buy polsonons ImmItation and colds accompanied by fever as in
store rooms.
today.
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
tion. 1-fie claims the device will ob- whiskey that is made in
Li teipp, etc.
be
made
is
only
can
whiskey
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS
Pare
viate wrecks.
Very Palatable.
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not bea distillery. Buy "Old Terrell" the
500. and 51. Bottles.
come dark and discolored.
:lure "still house" article, made in a
SECRET SERVICE MEN
home distillery, at $2.00, $2.50 and
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
$3.00 per gallon. Quarts and halves
The Department of Justice Will In- in proportion. City retail department
vestigate Lyriching,of ChattaMAYOR YEISER WILL BRING
417 Jefferson street.
nooga Negro.
DRUG STORES.
QUESTION UP FOR SET- '
SOLE AGENT, reilog TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, K.
Chattanooga. Yenn., March' 24.—
TLEMENT.
& Jackson Sts. phase Iv
The department of justice at Whsh...
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& Clay Sta. phone 911.
ington has sent four secret service
men here to investigate the lynching
• Gunboat Paducah Ts Expected Here ta..1 NIondax night of Ed Johnson, A
l
negro prisoner, charged with assault.
List of new subscribers added by
Sometime This Summer and si
an appeal in %show favor 'bad been the gast Tennessee Telep'aone comvet Service Will Be Presented.
granted that day by the Suprem: pany to:
court of the United Stavs.
1179—Hobbs. Harriett. Res., 723
North Seventh
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS.
Mayor.. Yaiser yesterday announced
1847—Jeffords, I). H., Res., 1912
hat at the colossil meeting in April
'
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e xsiii bring up the question of the Large Delegation Goes Down Today 'Broad.
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Res.,
0.,
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ict to be presented the gunboat
This morning at 6 o'clock there
Mollypc.
ducah which is expected to come leaves ENventh and Broadway the
o this city sometime this summer, special train to be run over, the
Like other commodities, teiepholtiet
n a visit to the .municipality after Illinois Central railroad from this
p.
service ehould be paid according to
3.00M43.5
I
hich ehe is named. The mayor in- city to Jackson. Tenn., by the Padu,
its
•sIue.
ends to ask for a donation of about cah KnigItts of Columbus. who go
We have in the city about 2,1300
Ilsoo he made to the fund oet of down to the other city to be present
Fobs‘finbers
or five times as many as
-which the put-chase will be made. -today serben there is installed the
_pendent
Co., outside the city
lhelnd
It is belived that a silver service of newly organized lodge .of this order
county- we hays 63
the
within
I
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about $1,soo will be 4ought and tic- lberr-the-Instrhseethersres
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along tins line will-Five tri:be
•
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dependent Co. Yet we will place
resumed immediately, as the time for
Deputy Sheriff Htroe Ogilvie yos- telephone in, your residence at
the
• visit of the craft is approaching. tett* levied upon Tennessee street
Work of getting up the fund was property of Mrs.- Vitura. Houser, to Same—ripe. the Independent Co.r.is
$ agitated for a itshile last year. , and satisfy a $oo judgment Harry J. supposed to charge and provide t..in
distance facilities
s quite a sum of money gotten up. but Mloorrnan of Mayfield got against addition, long
the work seems to /lave been dropped Judge II. G. Park. Park owed Moor- which will enable you to reach fifty
entirely,
man and gave a note. to satisfy ow million people fhm your home. Call
The city authorities have had some debt, with his sister, Mrs. Abuser as 3vo for further information.
pictures made of the, gunboat, and sur t . Moorman stied. Park on the EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONt
probabilities tica that many more win' note and got judgment.
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Green River Stone

GUNBOAT SERVICE
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EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED'.
309 Broadway, - -Paducilb,Ky.
RETAIL DEPARTMENT
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We Make Shoes to Order' '
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' Harness!
$5.00 to $100.00
IPer Set.
We have any style you
want, or will make
It for you.

RuFcrien
$30.00 to $150.00
Ead:

Paducah

SadOlery

Company

Incorporated.

Corner Fourth and Jefferson Streets.

Paducah, Ky.

We have any style you'
want, or will make
It for yos.
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RETURN OF HATCHERY FISH THRONE OF THE CAESARS.

HORSES THAT DIVE

HOME-WRECKING PHONES.

One Man at Least Who Wishes
Marked Salmon Retaken in the Co- Thought to Have Been Found by ExThey Had Never Been
cavaters in the Ancient
TWO THAT PERFORM REGULARlumbia River After Four
Invented.
S.
Ruins.
LY BEFORE AUDIENCE
Years.

YOUNG MAN FROM JAPAN.
Knew But Pew Words of English,
Yet Knew How to Be
Polite.

J. K. HENDRICK.

WM.

J. O. HILLIER

MARBLE.

Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.

The other day, at a railroad station
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A
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been secured was recently obtained by jesty,
after dinner at one of the clubs this Jerks. He knew but few words of Eng
ruling from the seven hills, has
Practice in all the courts et ties
ed Equine Tricks.
Fish Commissioner Kershaw restive been to see it, and is seemingly not unweek said so, anyway, and several of Ilsh, but managed to call for some eats. Both phones sr.
to the operation of the hatcheries on willing to adult its pretensions. The
them are in a wily of knowing. One oysters and coffee. He ate and drank
The intelligence displayed by many
the Columbia river," said Deputy Fish only descripeon of this imperial seat
La literally on the verge of breaking with most exquisite manners, and at
of our animals, both wild and domes
Cammissioner Perry Baker recently, so far given Is that its covering or
his engagement because the girl in- tracted much attention by his frequent
tic, is surprising. Dogs and horses, esbeautiful
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sists upon calling him up at least use of "I beg your pardon." When he
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according to the Seattle
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"When the hatcheries were placed
Voltaire ren:arked that a throne was kets along the street, and know how Is broken into at the club by her call one eye, surprised even himself by
pushing the plate of crackers toward
• In operation on the Columbia river a a composition of boards and velvet,
faithful they are In their charges, on the phone; he is made to leave the
Architect and Superintendent.
system of marking was adopted for giving thus a sign of its generally neither stopping to play with others of ticker to-hear her dulcet voice amid tne polite little Japanese without even
up, tv
the purpose of ascertaining if any of meretiricious and transient character. their kind, nor allowing any one but the shouts of operators on the floor being asked. He did not look
sot Fraternity Building.
If aeli-amcd of Lelag caught in the
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creatures often perform are: "Beg- she call him in the morning before he
grounds, and in what length of time.
or adamant. l'robably we shall hear ging," "rolling ovee," walking and danc- goes downtown, and if ever there was man from Japan he admitted that he
"The marked fins and tails received all about it or
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In the Heart of a Suicide
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also Georgie Lawrence, Konyin Bishop, hlinnetta Barnett and statuesque
Two remarkable cases in which doctor that if they merely attempted
Jean Newcombe. At the Kentucky surgeons are much interested have to walk their bones stiaPP_Pd.
The Rodney Stock Company.
Will begih a weeks engagement Mloaday April 2nd.
"Children whose bones are fragible
just been revealed.
here on Mkmda night, giving two
as porcelain and whose limbs almost
One was a strange Lastovery made break in a puff of wind, is if they
"Mary, Mary. Quite Contrary."
he week. matinees durin
Henrietta Crossman who will bit in the course of an autopsy on the laugh excessively, are rare," says an
The company ornes to this city
well recommended as being one of ,seen at the Kentucky on Tuesday body of DT, Jeffrey Owen Persqns, eminent physician in a communicathe strongest and best repertoine or- Xpril 3r4.-in the new •eontecky, fetr a young Wimbledon doctor who tion to the Daily Mail." Such disease
0 4 ganizations on the road. The com- latest New York hit, "Mary, Mary, committed suicide the other night is confined almost entirely to adults,
pany has eight big Vandev.ille acts Quite Contrary" is skilled in all de- Dr. Barton said at the inquest that, and, though
common on the contia common needle was discovered nent, is almost unknown in England.
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with the point of Nary. The needle The primary cause of the susceptibilwas so black it oast have been in ity of the brittle child disease is
due to the loss of nervous tone
the heart a long thae.
The other case was one in which which follows as a consequence of
the far of two children suffering long continued malnutrition."—Lon-frotn broken Webs stated to the don Cor. Chicago Tribune.
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G. Bert Rodney,
Mies Vane Calvert,
D. A. H. McVay,
Frank Halstead.
P. J. Butler,
Logan Sizemore.
Edward Youe,
R. L.' Harris.
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Jack Ray,

William May.
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May Tenant.
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Florida
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J: E. COULSON,

PLUMBiNG.
Steam and Not Water Heating..
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Whole
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".Florida Limited" —Leaving Louisville at 8 a. al daily connects at
Danville, Ky., with solid tiain of
vestibuled
and
Pullman sleepers
In a repertoire of all new
coaches via Chattanooga an' Atlanta,
royalty plays
arriving at Jacksor Nine at 8:so a.
8—BIG
SPECIALTIES-8
m. and St. Augustine to. m. next
Opening Bill the Great
Act day, without change.
Dining cat
Comedy Drama
serves all meals en route.
THE MYSTERIOUS MAN
"Florida Special"—Leaving Louis
Ladies Fkee Monday Night Usual villc 7:45 p.
cam :5 obs:rvatiott
SEATS ON SALE SATURDAY. sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis
Prices so, 20, and 30c.
rifle to St. Augustine, without
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta.
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:5o p
m. and St. Augustine at so p. m.
next day. From Datrrille dis ii
— 0111111
fond train of drawing room steepen,
composite car, obser.o.tion car, ate.
Dining car serves all meals en route.
Via the "Land of the Sky"—/44/man steeper leaves Louisville at 7:4s
p. m. daily, rurning through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
at 9:35 2. TU. with through skews
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ISM Is Melia in anger and martial- I
GIVE QUICK
libn to her own room.
Good Tete-nine
May 31.t. aro
Her dearest friend has been talking
RELIEF.
about her—has told somebody that she
now on sale P' 'Ow rates.
Beabtg the pain in a very few
Sam a sharp nose and a muddy complex:Son—sad the somebody has told
Xinutes.
Val-Lib's Tours
bar.
8Ih• looks herself up, pulls down the
Gointi t,ia Aqbevill" and "Land o.)
blinds, throws herself on her bed, and
Me Sky" md "Sapphire Conntry"
mays, and weeps, and weeps, and :
sad 'returning via Atlanta and Chatweeps, all alone.
tanooga or vice versa.
Yet they say misery loves company!
—Chicago Tribune.
For the "land vt me Sky," "WhiDRUG GIST
ter Horne- ' rather handsomely ilWhat Is laid.
lustrated booklets, folders. Well, etc.,
"Good morning, Mr. Austinburne."
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
address any agent of the Southern
said the editor as the poet entered the
Railway or C. H. Hungerford, D.
sanctum. "Some more of your blank
TELEPHONE 63,
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Mks,
verse, I suppose?"
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.
(We use the word "blank" that we
Rinearson, G. P. A., Q. & C.
may not shock our readers by repeating
Route, Cincinnati. 0.
the real expression made use of by
the unfeeling editor.) — Cleveland
Leader.
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tails of stage craft. Apart from her
genius for acting which hes elevate/
Wee to.the highest rank inthetheatrical world, she is a stage director of
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and practical mastery of this branch
of her art. Indeed, if she were to
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,Miss Crosrman stages all her own
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When you buy "Old Terrell" whis- would drive you crazy.
Brother—Yes, I like Jack well
Hostess—Oh, not at all. She opens
key you get whiskey that is made in
"Before and After."
an actual distillery and the hops, all the windows, and most of the enough, Minnie; but how did you ever
For the first time both Fritz Wil- malt, rye and corn used in its dis- sound goes outdoors.—N. Y. Weekly. happen to marry a man a head shorter than you are?
barns and his wife, whose stage name tillation is the very highest grade
Minnie—I had to choose, Fred. beHe Jun Had To.
I. Katherine Florence, will be *on and the spring water used is as clear
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